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Acceptance Letter
April 2023 lssue of XLinguae Journal

Dear
Abdullah - Badaruddin - Sarlin

On behalf of XLinguae joumal, I am pleased to inform you that your article entitled:
"Morphological analysis strategy used to enhance the student's vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension"

has been accepted for publication in this joumal for the April 2023 issue. I therefore would like to ask you to make minor changes
and adjustments dealing with the following details (recommendation) and afrer revising the manuscript, please resubmit it.

1. Your manuscript does not fit with the guideline of the XLinguae joumal. lnsert your manuscript in lhe ARTICLE TEMPLATE
attached.
2. The bibliographic reference of your manuscript are old versions, please follow the new version of the bibliographic reference
(See the attached file for your reference).
Please refer to the commenls as revealed above and consider incorporating their recommendations into your manuscript. When
you submit your revised rnanuscript, please indicate your responses in the manuscript with a different colour.
The revised manuscript is strongly recommended to resubmit soon to be formatted and templated by the XLinguae Joumal Team.
The publication fee is 500 euros per accepted paper.
The publication fee must be sent to the following account:

IBAN : SK831 1 0000000026201 48945, BIC (SWIFT) code: TATRSKBX
Acco unt name : S LOVE N SKA VZD E LAVAC IA A OBSTARAVACIR s. r.o.,
Bank: Tatra banka, a.s., Hodzovo n6mestie 3, 811 06 Bratislava
lnvoiceAddress: SlovenskS Vzdel6vacia a Obstar5vacia s.r.o., Petzwalova 30, Nitra 94911, Slovakia
lDnumber (lCO): 4461 8735

When transferring the publication fee via bank, the authors of the manuscript are recommended to write down the name of the first
author mentioned in the manuscript in the payment announcement.
Thank you so much. Have a nice day.
With best regards,
Editor of XLinguae Journal
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